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Dear Edward 

 

I write regarding the draft proposal for Seat Belts on School Transport (Scotland) Bill which has 
been lodged by Gillian Martin MSP. I understand the examination of Ms Martin’s statement of 

reasons has been assigned to the Rural Economy and Connectivity Committee for consideration.  
 

The Committee will wish to be aware that the policy intentions within Ms Martin’s draft proposal are 
in line with the long-standing commitment from the Scottish Government to take action on such 

school transport safety matters. A significant amount of policy development was undertaken in the 
previous parliamentary session to ensure the successful devolution of powers on the issue and to 

inform the development of subsequent Scottish legislation, including extensive dialogue with key 
stakeholders and a full public consultation to gauge the views of wider civic society.  

 
The Scottish Government therefore supports the Ms Martin’s draft proposal and signified that 

support in A Plan for Scotland 2016-17, the Government’s Programme for Scotland, which was 
published on 6 September. For its part, and whilst recognising that it is ultimately a matter for the 

Committee to decide upon, the Scottish Government agrees with the case put forward in Ms 

Martin’s statement of reasons as to why no further consultation is required before the lodging of a 
final proposal under the Scottish Parliament’s Standing Orders.  

 
To assist Ms Martin in taking forward the development of her proposal, and subsequent legislation 

should she secure the necessary support, the Scottish Government intends to provide her with 
drafting and official support. I will of course be monitoring closely the progress of Ms Martin’s 

proposal and will be happy to provide the Committee with my views whenever it would find that 
helpful.  

 
 


